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At last -- the Jewish holidays transformed into exquisite celebrations, graced with sublime chic
and elegant ease for the contemporary Jewish reader. Combining the flair of Martha Stewart
with the warmth and accessibility of a delightful neighbor, Rita Milos Brownstein breathes new
life into traditional Jewish holiday celebrations.Entertaining in high style creates marvelous
holiday memories for your family, your friends, and yourself. For each of the ten major holidays,
Brownstein offers suggestions for creative projects that will bring the whole family together and
mouth-watering menus that make it effortless to prepare festivities of true material and spiritual
splendor. With more than 85 full-color photographs and easy-to-follow step-by-step illustrations,
this captivating book will motivate you to explore your Jewish heritage and use your imagination
to make it your own.Jewish Holiday Style is packed with dazzling and inspiring ideas. For Rosh
Hashanah, host a honey-tasting party to celebrate the sweetness of a new year. If you love the
ocean, observe Sukkot in a sukkah with a seaside motif -- even if you live in the cornfields of the
Midwest. Make your own Chanukah menorahs -- try a simple cruse of oil that reflects the miracle
of the oil in the Holy Temple, or an elaborate metalworked candelabra that is sure to become a
family heirloom. For the Passover table, create personalized pillows for your guests, which.will
allow them to recline like the royalty of old while you serve a lavish yet simple-to-prepare
feast.As part of this eye-opening tour through the Jewish calendar, Brownstein also highlights
the historical origins and religious importance of each major holiday with a delightful essay that
brings ancient rituals into the modern day. Think of the fast of Yom Kippur, for instance, as "a day
spa for the soul...the too rare opportunity to get in touch with the things that really matter." Purim
is "the definitive holiday of joy and merriment," commemorating a bright moment in the often
somber history of the Jewish people. On Shabbat, "appreciate that you are joining the wave of
Jews who are kindling their candles as the sun falls, working its way around the world."At once a
handbook of creative ideas and a primer on the spiritual significance of the Jewish holidays,
Jewish Holiday Style is the first lifestyle book to address these all-important rituals and
ceremonies, an elegantly designed volume that blends sensational crafts and delectable
cooking with the richness of Judaism's 3,300-year-old tradition. Bursting with fresh ideas and
exciting new looks, here, finally, is the book you've been waiting for. Let the holiday celebrations
begin!

"In Judaism, since the spiritual and the physical are intimately connected, each has the power to
enhance and infuse vitality into the other, creating a divine partnership. This concept of beauty
and spirituality is most attainable during the Jewish holidays." So writes Rita Milos Brownstein,
in the introduction to Jewish Holiday Style, a Martha Stewart-esque treatment of the Jewish holy
days. The book is a colorful step-by-step guide to making the highlights of the Jewish calendar



as chic and elegant as they can be. Although Brownstein sometimes gets carried away with her
rhetoric (Yom Kippur becomes "a day spa for the soul"), her ideas and instructions (such as
making your own Chanukah menorah, or celebrating Rosh Hashanah by tasting various honeys)
will add some zest to the oldest Jewish traditions. And even Brownstein's excesses have at least
this to redeem them: they always encourage the biblical virtue of hospitality. --This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalJewish cookbooks have become a
rapidly burgeoning category. Appearing at the beginning of the annual cycle that starts with
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, three of these four new titles focus on Jewish holidays and
holy days, while Friedland's concentrates just on the Sabbath. Greene's book, a revision of her
1985 title, is by far the most ambitious of the group, with more than 250 recipes (80 or so entirely
new, the others thoroughly revised) for all the major holidays and some minor ones, and
including Israel's Independence Day as well as religious celebrations. A cooking teacher and the
longtime food editor of the Baltimore Jewish Times, Greene also offers extensive background on
each holiday, and her diverse recipes are from all around the globe. Highly recommended.
Recently, a growing number of Jews have found themselves returning to their religious roots and
observances they have let lapse, making Friedland's book on celebrating the Sabbath
particularly timely. A cookbook editor and author of The Passover Cookbook, Friedland presents
175 recipes for the three meals of Shabbat (Friday dinner, Saturday lunch, and the "third meal,"
marking the end of the Sabbath later on Saturday). Like Greene's, her recipes are international
in scope, reflecting both the Ashkenazic and Sephardic heritages, and her text is readable and
informative. Recommended for most collections. Brownstein, the former art director of Good
Housekeeping and House Beautiful, offers a lavishly illustrated crafts book with recipes and
ideas for the holidays. For each holiday, there is a menu, several crafts projects, and decorating
suggestions. Brownstein's approach will not be to everyone's taste (the three sukkahs for
Sukkot, for example, include a "fantasy" Penthouse Sukkah, "high-tech and sleek," but the
minimatzo vases for the Passover seder are pretty cute). For larger collections. Rubin seems like
a nice woman, but would her cookbooks have been published if she weren't actor/singer Mandy
Patinkin's mother? Her second book, which opens with "testimonials" from grandchildren and
other family members, includes recipes for Thanksgiving, a bridal luncheon, and a barbecue as
well as for four major Jewish holidays. The recipes are simple, and many of them rely on
convenience foods; some have little to do with traditional Jewish holiday cooking (the buffet
menu includes Mexicali Layered Dip and two shellfish dishes). Only for collections where
Rubin's Grandma Doralee Patinkin's Jewish Family Cookbook is popular.Copyright 1999 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorRita Milos Brownstein, an art director, has worked for many publications, including
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL and GOOD HOUSEKEEPING. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter 1Rosh
HashanahThe blast of the shofar is the signal -- the alarm -- that the Days of Awe, the ten-day
period from Rosh Hashanah to Yom Kippur, has begun. This is a time of serious introspection



and soul-searching, because everything done during this time period can affect the outcome of
the year to come. It is a time to heal hurts, offer apologies, mend misunderstandings, and right
wrongs. It is also a time to increase acts of kindness and charity. If our efforts are undertaken
with a sincere heart, then God will look on us favorably and inscribe us in the Book of Life for
another year. This process, called teshuvah, which means "return," allows us to return to our
best true selves and to embark on the New Year with a clean slate. * The Days of Awe begin with
Rosh Hashanah, meaning literally the "head of the year," on the first of Tishrei. It is the crown
jewel of the Jewish calendar, marking the beginning of the Jewish New Year and the birthday of
the world. * Rosh Hashanah is a delicious time of families and friends coming together. Family
meals. Crunchy apple slices dipped in honey, as wishes for a sweet New Year. Fat, fragrant
round challahs, sometimes studded with sweet raisins, just begging to be pulled apart and
passed around. Kosher markets struggle to fill the many orders for fresh briskets of beef, and
granddaughters thumb through old recipes for tzimmes, the Ashkenazi sweet potato, prune, and
carrot side dish. Pomegranates, the traditional first fruit, are served so that we may do as many
good deeds as there are seeds within the fruit. * The Jewish world is bright and joyous; even the
fruits and vegetables served are vividly hued -- oranges, carrots, the many varieties of apples.
Whatever traditions you opt to embrace or decide to create, make sure your Rosh Hashanah is
bright, light, and sweet.New Year CardsThis is one of the holidays during which Jewish people
send greeting cards to friends and family. Card companies have gotten much more creative in
recent years with their Rosh Hashanah cards, selling them singly or by the pack, but why not try
your hand at making your family's own? They're much more personal, and recipients will
treasure them more, knowing the effort and creativity that went into each card.New Year's cards
may be sent before Rosh Hashanah up until the beginning of Sukkot, so you have a couple of
weeks to get them into the mail. Ours are made from both blank cards from the stationery store
and colored paper that can be cut to the desired size. Quality art supply stores also sell
handmade papers, some with flower petals or fiber pieces pressed right in. They're a beautiful
canvas for handmade cards.Open House BuffetOur Rosh Hashanah open house buffet is short
on prep time, long on pleasure. The spirit of the Jewish New Year permeates your home. The talk
is relaxed and unhurried. The food is abundant yet simple. And a menu like this allows you to
enjoy this special time with the people you love, not careening back and forth from the kitchen to
the dining room. Here, we've created ideas for an easily elegant buffet table, headlining food that
needn't be eaten at a sit-down meal, foods prepared days ahead, using a vibrant tumble of
vegetables from the summer's rich harvest.We've loaded our table with garden treasures: a
heady eggplant dip, a mélange of crudités, and traditional challah-turned-bruschetta. The
cognac-laced chopped liver is a dense, surprisingly delicious treat, and tiny apple honey tartlets
blend the season's celebrity fruit with the symbolic sweetness of honey. Consider jugs of cold
local cider, and keep a crock of long cinnamon sticks nearby.Some extra perks for you: Except
for the tartlets, the foods on our buffet needn't be heated, totally eliminating panic time. This is
intentional -- Rosh Hashanah services at different synagogues end at different times, which



means that your guests don't arrive en masse. Each element of this light luncheon fails into the
finger food category -- enough to satisfy, never to overfill, since many of your guests will be
going on to traditional multicourse family dinners later in the day.The setting is up to you, but
we've chosen earthy autumn colors. As a centerpiece, you might want to use pomegranates -- a
seasonal "first fruit" -- in an attractive glass bowl. These dry beautifully and look great in the
house all year long. If your buffet is set up in a room with a fireplace, try this for the mantle --
scoop out a large oblong gourd or overgrown zucchini, tuck in some florists' foam, and insert
bittersweet.If you live near a body of fresh running water that contains fish, take a walk after the
meal to experience tashlich. This is the ceremony of reciting prayers and throwing bread crumbs
into the water as a symbolic casting away of our transgressions so we might make a fresh start
for the New Year. This ceremony teaches us that, just as a fish's eyes are always open, so is God
always watching over us and waiting for us to resolve that we will not repeat our sins. Then, like
the water, our sins will also move on. Tashlich is a beautiful tradition, and one that children
especially love. Adults find something very cleansing about the ceremony, which binds us to
nature and reminds us that we are all part of the Creator's world.MENUHerbed Challah
BruschettaCognac Chopped LiverMediterranean Eggplant SpreadHarvest Tomato
CompoteRoasted Beet RelishApple and Honey TartletsNana's Basic Mandel BreadCrudités
with DipHERBED CHALLAH BRUSCHETTASERVES 8-101 large challah1 cup extra-virgin olive
oil2 tablespoons Italian seasoning2 teaspoons kosher salt1 teaspoon cracked black pepper1.
Preheat oven to 400°F.2. Cut challah into 1/2-inch slices and cut each slice diagonally into 4
pieces.3. Mix oil, seasoning, salt, and pepper in a small bowl. Place challah on a baking sheet
and brush the pieces with the oil mixture. Bake for 5-8 minutes or until golden. Turn pieces over
and brush remaining side. Bake for an additional 3-4 minutes or until golden. Remove from oven
and cool. Repeat with remaining pieces.SUGGESTIONS* Any type of challah will work. We
prefer a pullman style because you get even pieces.* This can be made ahead of time and kept
in an airtight container or Ziploc bag.* Any type of dried seasoning will work, such as sage,
thyme, rosemary, or chives.COGNAC CHOPPED LIVERMAKES 2 CUPS1 pound chicken livers
Kosher salt3 tablespoons olive oil3/4 cup minced shallots1 teaspoon minced garlic1/4 cup plus
1 tablespoon cognac2 hard-boiled eggs2 tablespoons chopped parsley2 tablespoons chopped
chivesSalt and pepper to taste1. Preheat broiler to high.2. Chicken livers need to be kashered --
salt livers on all sides. Place on a broiler pan, on a screen-type rack so that blood can drip off.3.
Broil chicken livers for 4-5 minutes or until blood has exuded. Wash salt away.4. Heat 2
tablespoons of oil in a large sauté pan. Sauté shallots for 6-8 minutes or until golden. Add garlic
and cook for 30 seconds. Add chicken livers and 1/4 cup cognac. Let simmer for 12-15 minutes
over medium-high heat, until liquid has evaporated and livers are cooked through.5. Transfer
mixture to a food processor fitted with a steel blade. Process liver mixture, eggs, and remaining
oil until smooth. Remove mixture to a bowl and fold in parsley and chives. Splash with 1
tablespoon cognac. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Refrigerate for 1 hour.6. Serve with
herbed challah bruschetta.MEDITERRANEAN EGGPLANT SPREADSERVES 6-81 large



eggplant4 cloves roasted garlic1 tablespoon lemon juice2 tablespoons olive oil<--This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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JEWISH HOLIDAY STYLEEverything has its season, and there is a time for everything under the
heaven …—KOHELET 3:1 Simon & SchusterRockefeller Center1230 Avenue of the
AmericasNew York, NY 10020Copyright © 1999 by Rita Milos BrownsteinPhotography copyright
© 1999 Shaffer/Smith PhotographyRecipes copyright © 1999 Stacey Stolman WebbIllustrations
copyright © 1999 Susan BlubaughAll rights reserved, including the right of reproduction in
whole or in part in any form.SIMON & SCHUSTER and colophon are registered trademarks of
Simon & Schuster Inc.Designed by Rita Milos BrownsteinManufactured in the United States of
America5 7 9 10 8 6Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataBrownstein, Rita
Milos, dateJewish Holiday Style/Rita Milos Brownstein; photography, Shaffer/Smith; text, Donna
Wolf Koplowitz; food, Stacey Stolman Webb; illustration, Susan Blubaugh.
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WHY HOLIDAYS?The celebration of holidays is such a common practice among humankind that
we rarely if ever stop to think, Just what is the purpose of a holiday, anyway? After all, why is the
past, which is long gone, a cause for celebration now? Judaism answers this question by
pointing out that the Jewish holidays are not simply marks on the yearly calendar, but a spiral by
which we travel to the spiritual coordinates of the holiday time and time again. We are not merely
commemorating a historical event and perpetuating our heritage—we are reliving it in our
present reality. What does this really mean? After all, we are not required to go on a group tour
to Egypt every Passover to relive the Exodus. However, if we analyze this concept from the
perspective of Jewish mysticism/kabbalah, we find that just as every person has a soul, so too
does every event. Every event has a special and unique inner spiritual quality and energy. Thus
each holiday has something different to offer us. Passover is well known as the quintessential
holiday of freedom and liberation. And what it has to offer us is of immense value: actual



assistance in overcoming and effecting redemption from our own personal internal bonds and
limitations. For certainly recalling the historical event is both uplifting and inspiring. Although this
is true, it is only the starting point. Just as the sun shines more strongly on some days than on
others, so does God make the special spiritual quality and energy of each holiday (in this case
Passover) shine more strongly in the world during the actual time of the holiday. Thus what we
are offered during the days of Passover each year is the opportunity to actually plug into and
“download” the energy of this holiday’s essence. Every Passover the power of liberation is there
to help each one of us attain an ever higher level of our own true personal and spiritual potential
as we cross the path of this beam of energy farther up the spiral stairway each year. The same
applies to every Jewish holiday, for each has its own quality and energy waiting for us to access.
To do so we need to make our celebration a personal event, hence the importance of customs—
personal, familial, and communal. This book serves that purpose by using all the senses to open
arenas for the expression of the spirit of the holidays, from the food we eat to the way we
beautify the mitzvot (precepts) of each holiday. Above all, this book assists us to bring our own
gift of beauty to each of the holidays, as did Miriam and Moses when they led the Jewish people
in singing, “This is my God and I will praise him with beauty”(from the Song of the Sea).Rabbi
Shlomo Yaffe West Hartford, Connecticut

INTRODUCTIONThis book is a project of the heart. The concept grew out of my own desire to
make the Jewish holidays as beautiful and aesthetically pleasing as possible for my family and
friends. Using my hands to enhance my surroundings has always been my passion. When my
husband, Michael, and I began studying Hasidic philosophy, I was surprised and delighted to
learn that my whole approach to home style is an example of what is called hiddur mitzvah. This
is the act of going that extra step to make everything in life as beautiful and as special as
possible. In Judaism, since the spiritual and the physical are intimately connected, each has the
power to enhance and infuse vitality into the other, creating a divine partnership. This concept of
beauty and spirituality is most attainable during the Jewish holidays. The holiest of times brings
out the best in us, compelling us to make our small corner of the world the most special place to
be. They envelop our loved ones like a beautiful, rich cloak of happiness, of wonder. If food is
love, then so is a wonderful sukkah and a most perfect golden etrog, the most sumptuous of
buffets, the brightest and most captivating Chanukah decorations. Love is also a handsome New
Year’s card that begs to be saved, a set of beeswax menorah candles straight from your kitchen,
a clever shalach manot food gift for Purim, and a Rosh Hashanah goodie bag to send home with
each of your guests. These special touches are perfect examples of hiddur mitzvot, those efforts
from the heart. This book, then, is a gift—to my family, to my friends, to you, and to my Creator. It
is my humble way of saying thank you for the ability to create joy and beauty and the opportunity
to share. Perhaps the perfect table setting won’t change the world, but if this book provides the
reader with even a small measure of inspiration to unlock the talent needed to create special
holiday beauty throughout the Jewish year, I will be most gratified. Because when the door is



unlocked, we are all one step closer to hiddur mitzvah— and a life of beauty, both physical and
spiritual.Pomegranates, the traditional first fruit of the New Year, are served to remind us to be as
abundant in good deeds as they are in seeds.

ROSH HASHANAHTHE BLAST OF THE SHOFAR IS THE SIGNAL—the alarm—that the Days
of Awe, the ten-day period from Rosh Hashanah to Yom Kippur, has begun. This is a time of
serious introspection and soul-searching, because everything done during this time period can
affect the outcome of the year to come. It is a time to heal hurts, offer apologies, mend
misunderstandings, and right wrongs. It is also a time to increase acts of kindness and charity. If
our efforts are undertaken with a sincere heart, then God will look on us favorably and inscribe
us in the Book of Life for another year. This process, called teshuvah, which means “return,”
allows us to return to our best true selves and to embark on the New Year with a clean slate. The
Days of Awe begin with Rosh Hashanah, meaning literally the “head of the year,” on the first of
Tishrei. It is the crown jewel of the Jewish calendar, marking the beginning of the Jewish New
Year and the birthday of the world. Rosh Hashanah is a delicious time of families and friends
coming together. Family meals. Crunchy apple slices dipped in honey, as wishes for a sweet
New Year. Fat, fragrant round challahs, sometimes studded with sweet raisins, just begging to be
pulled apart and passed around. Kosher markets struggle to fill the many orders for fresh
briskets of beef, and granddaughters thumb through old recipes for tzimmes, the Ashkenazi
sweet potato, prune, and carrot side dish. Pomegranates, the traditional first fruit, are served so
that we may do as many good deeds as there are seeds within the fruit. The Jewish world is
bright and joyous; even the fruits and vegetables served are vividly hued—oranges, carrots, the
many varieties of apples. Whatever traditions you opt to embrace or decide to create, make sure
your Rosh Hashanah is bright, light, and sweet.NEW YEAR CARDSThis is one of the holidays
during which Jewish people send greeting cards to friends and family. Card companies have
gotten much more creative in recent years with their Rosh Hashanah cards, selling them singly
or by the pack, but why not try your hand at making your family’s own? They’re much more
personal, and recipients will treasure them more, knowing the effort and creativity that went into
each card.New Year’s cards may be sent before Rosh Hashanah up until the beginning of
Sukkot, so you have a couple of weeks to get them into the mail. Ours are made from both blank
cards from the stationery store and colored paper that can be cut to the desired size. Quality art
supply stores also sell handmade papers, some with flower petals or fiber pieces pressed right
in. They’re a beautiful canvas for handmade cards.Photographs(Bottom and opposite page, top
left)Since sending New Year’s greetings is a lovely way to stay in touch, you might consider a
photo card. Cut a shape in the center of your card with an X-Acto blade for the photo to peek
through, as we’ve shown here. Crop the photo in an interesting way to get close-ups of your
subjects—you really don’t need to see the furniture in the room or your kids’ knees. The honey
bottle was borrowed from the children, crowned with an apple hat, then snapped with an
ordinary Instamatic camera. The photo was taken to the quick print center, color copied, cut out



paper-doll-style, and mounted inside the border between the words of the greeting. Make up
your own favorite shot—your children with their arms filled with apples would be charming, taken
outdoors on a sunny fall day.Papier-mâché Apple(Opposite page, top right)Just for fun, a tiny
papier-mâché apple, available by the dozen in craft and seasonal shops, is tagged with your
holiday message, popped into a tiny mailing tube, and sent as an unexpectedly charming Rosh
Hashanah greeting.Writing with Paint Pens(Opposite page, bottom right)Gold and silver metallic
pens are truly magic. They can transform an ordinary sheet of paper into an elegant,
personalized card that’s too pretty to throw away. Just draw or write your message across the
front in metallic ink—dark papers work well for contrast. Here, we’ve repeated L’Shanah Tovah
on one card and drawn a simple autumn leaf pattern on another. For a personal message over
your design, write it on contrasting paper and spray-mount or glue-stick into place.Clip
Art(Above and opposite page, bottom left)The illustrations in old books and clip art books make
wonderful card ideas, and they’re easier to reproduce than you think. Just photocopy the
illustration to the size you’d like, add type from a personal computer (or hand letter it yourself),
and photocopy onto colored paper. If you’re not sure how to get it through the copier straight, ask
your local print shop to help.OPEN HOUSE BUFFETOur Rosh Hashanah open house buffet is
short on prep time,long on pleasure. The spirit of the Jewish New Year permeates your home.
The talk is relaxed and unhurried. The food is abundant yet simple. And a menu like this allows
you to enjoy this special time with the people you love, not careening back and forth from the
kitchen to the dining room. Here, we’ve created ideas for an easily elegant buffet table,
headlining food that needn’t be eaten at a sit-down meal, foods prepared days ahead, using a
vibrant tumble of vegetables from the summer’s rich harvest.We’ve loaded our table with garden
treasures: a heady eggplant dip, a mélange of crudités, and traditional challah-turned-
bruschetta. The cognac-laced chopped liver is a dense, surprisingly delicious treat, and tiny
apple honey tartlets blend the season’s celebrity fruit with the symbolic sweetness of homey.
Consider jugs of cold local cider, and keep a crock of long cinnamon sticks nearby.Some extra
perks for you: Except for the tartlets, the food on our buffet needn’t be heated, totally eliminating
panic time. This intentional—Rosh Hashanah services at different synagogues end at different
times, which means that your guests don’t arrive en masse. Each element of this light luncheon
falls into the finger food category—enough to satisfy, never to overfill, since many of your guests
will be going on to traditional multicourse family dinners later in the day.The setting is up to you,
but we’ve chosen earthy autumn colors. As a center-piece, you might want to use pomegranates
—a seasonal “first fruit”—in an attractive glass bowl. These dry beautifully and look great in the
house all year long. If your buffet is set up in a room with a fireplace, try this for the mantle—
scoop out a large oblong gourd or overgrown zucchini, tuck in some florists’ foam, and insert
bittersweet.If you live near a body of fresh running water that contains fish,take a walk after the
meal to experience tashlich. This is the ceremony of reciting prayers and throwing bread crumbs
into the water as a symbolic casting away of our transgressions so we might make a fresh start
for the New Year. This ceremony teaches us that, just as a fish’s eyes are always open, so is God



always watching over us and waiting for us to resolve that we will not repeat our sins. Then, like
the water, our sins will also move on.Tashlich is a beautiful tradition, and one that children
especially love. Adults find something very cleansing about the ceremony, which binds us to
nature reminds us that we are all part of the Creator’s world.M E N UHERBED CHALLAH
BRUSCHETTACOGNAC CHOPPED LIVERMEDITERRANEAN EGGPLANT
SPREADHARVEST TOMATO COMPOTEROASTED BEET RELISHAPPLE AND HONEY
TARTLETSNANA’S BASIC MANDEL BREADCRUDITÉS WITH DIPHERBED CHALLAH
BRUSCHETTASERVES 8-101 large challah1 cup extra-virgin olive oil2 tablespoons Italian
seasoning2 teaspoons kosher salt1 teaspoon cracked black pepper1. Preheat oven to 400°F.2.
Cut challah into ½-inch slices and cut each slice diagonally into 4 pieces.3. Mix oil, seasoning,
salt, and pepper in a small bowl. Place challah on a baking sheet and brush the pieces with the
oil mixture. Bake for 5-8 minutes or until golden. Turn pieces over and brush remaining side.
Bake for an additional 3-4 minutes or until golden. Remove from oven and cool. Repeat with
remaining pieces.SUGGESTIONS• Any type of challah will work. We prefer a pullman style
because you get even pieces.• This can be made ahead of time and kept in an airtight container
or Ziploc bag.• Any type of dried seasoning will work, such as sage, thyme, rosemary, or
chives.COGNAC CHOPPED LIVERMAKES 2 CUPS1 pound chicken liversKosher salt3
tablespoons olive oil



M Jones, “Stunning pics but not a how to. Pretty picture book, but don't expect a how to on
decorating for the holidays.”

Sarah Chava, “Five Stars. Beautiful book. I'd order it again for family.”

Cindykatz, “Five Stars. Loved it”

J.k.W, “Five Stars. My favorite Holiday book and an appreciated gift.”

R. Jacobson, “Mostly inspiring, a little cheesy.. I've turned to this book again and again for
Jewish holiday celebrations, and it often has lovely ideas. Just as often, some of them strike me
as rather improbable and silly. On the plus side, the sukkahs she describes making are lovely
interpretations of the idea, but on the minus side, trying to follow her directions to actually
construct one will make you crazy. BELIEVE ME. I've used some of her ideas for Rosh
Hashanah cards and been pleased with the results, but the Purim costumes and mishloach
manot baskets mostly seem silly. And make your own journal for Yom Kippur? I don't know, I'm
always way too busy to mess with something like that. Many of her recipes are surprisingly
delicious, especially her orange-chocolate hamantaschen and the raspberry linzer-torte
hamantaschen...YUM! So while it's not always consistent, I am glad to have it in my library
nonetheless.”

Shelli, “MY ALL TIME FAVORITE Cookbook and Holiday Guide. I have had this book for years,
made almost everything in it and just shared it with a friend. I have so many cookbooks, this one
is the BEST and also has more than reciepes, it has projects that are a must do !”

J. McCroskey, “Delicious recipes...loaded with color photos..great cookbook!. I turn to this
cookbook often, not just for the holidays. The recipes are delicious and this is one of those highly
visual books loaded with color photos. The matzo ball soup makes the best chicken soup I've
ever had. I make it with variations (barley, wild rice) every month. I love this book and am
delighted to have found Rita Brownstein. I hope she writes more books. I'll be waiting hopefully.”

Alex, “adds enjoyment to the holidays. great book for the holidays added alot of fun and meaning
to our celebrations.”

Olga Chaikevitch, “Ein Buch, was ich schon lange gesucht habe. Sehr viele Ideen, wie man den
Tisch für die jüdischen Feiertage festlich decken kann sowie viele kreative Tipps drum herum.
Das Buch ist zwar auf Englisch, ist aber sehr einfach geschrieben, hat viele schöne Fotos und
auch sehr viele nützliche Infos und Rezepte, wie man jüdische Feiertage besonders liebevoll



und schön gestalten kann. Das Buch nimmt sicher einen festen Platz in meinem Buchregal und
wird sicherlich sehr oft benutzt aber auch unter den Freundinnen geteilt!”

The book by Rita Milos Brownstein has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 11 people have provided
feedback.
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